We recently shared a toolkit for business owners for Navigating the New Normal including our thoughts
on What’s Now and Next in Advanced Manufacturing and Industrial Automation, which describes some of
the most exciting trends we have seen in Industrials in recent memory.
As a follow up, we are sharing additional detail on where we have been active and what we expect to see
over the next 12 - 18 months.

Sector Spotlight: Advanced Manufacturing & Industrial Automation
Industrial automation applications and technology are becoming more prevalent among middle market
companies. Increased competition, cost reduction, flexibility and realizable ROI are all driving the enhanced
adoption curve. Over the next few years, new technologies including connectivity, AI, flexible robotics and
computer vision will be adopted at scale. As the technology outlook evolves, companies in the space will
continue to trade at premiums to traditional manufacturing. Key drivers of value will include proven
commercial viability, end market category leadership and differentiated technology.
In the last 60 days, we have closed two transactions in Advanced Manufacturing and Industrial Automation,
and we have increased our momentum with live engagements across our focus areas.

One of the first WholeCo
sales of a commercially
proven and deployed AIenabled industrial inspection
platform.

Differentiated manufacturers
of highly engineered
products continue to achieve
superior transaction
outcomes.

Defining Trends in Industrials
•
•
•
•

Onshoring of manufacturing will drive demand for advanced machinery, components and technologies
Expanding domestic manufacturing will increase the need for industrial services and enhanced
distribution capabilities
Fundamental changes in supply chain will require logistics companies to implement new automation
solutions
De-urbanization and expected infrastructure spending will drive building products, construction and
materials
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About Cascadia Capital
Cascadia Capital is an independent investment bank providing middle-market entrepreneurs and family-owned businesses
with merger and acquisition advice, capital raising and strategic advisory services. For over 20 years, the firm has strived to
deliver the best outcomes for its clients by leveraging its extensive transaction experience, deep domain expertise and
commitment to building long-term relationships. Cascadia is a pure advisory firm and is not conflicted by trading, lending,
research or cross-selling business. For more information, visit the firm's website at www.cascadiacapital.com.
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